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• Global equity markets retreated last week following the hotter-than-expected US consumer price inflation report and other economic data out of the US 
that has set the stage for more assertive action from the Federal Reserve – raising the risk of recession as a result. Of note, stocks slumped sharply in the 
wake of the firmer-than-expected August CPI report. While headline inflation ebbed again to 8.3% y/y, core inflation momentum held strong on a 
month-to-month basis. Meanwhile, retail sales rose unexpectedly in August and jobless claims fell for a fifth straight week in a sign of tight labor market 
conditions. Together with recent hawkish rhetoric from Federal Reserve officials who have reiterated their unwavering commitment to fighting inflation 
at any cost (and regardless of the economic fallout), the latest data has essentially quashed investor hopes for a dovish pivot and sparked a sharp selloff 
in stock markets throughout the week. The MSCI All Country World was down -4.1% in its worst week since June.

• Bond markets also came under pressure last week as investors ramped-up their wagers for more aggressive action from the Federal Reserve, which sent 
bond yields soaring higher. Following last week’s stronger-than-expected inflation report out of the United States that showed inflation’s stubborn 
persistence on top of strength in other parts of the economy including the labor market, traders are now fully pricing a 75 basis point hike from the 
Federal Reserve, while the odds for a larger 100 basis point also increased to 24%. Traders are now pricing in that the Federal Reserve’s key policy rate 
will peak at 4.5% in March. The two-year treasury yield climbed 31 basis points to 3.87%, while the yield on 10-year treasuries rose 14 basis points to 
3.45%, further inverting the 2 year/10 year yield curve. For the week, the Barclays US Aggregate Bond index was down -0.93%, while the FTSE Canada 
Bond Universe was virtually flat.

• Oil posted a 3rd straight weekly decline as signs of a global slowdown stoked fears that energy demand will diminish. Energy consumption remains 
under threat as the Federal Reserve jacks up interest rates to tame rampant inflation, Europe risks a recession amid a grueling energy crisis, while China 
is also facing a slowdown on the back of the property slump and Covid-related lockdowns. Moreover, the Department of Energy dialed back 
expectations that a restocking of the US strategic reserves was imminent. Gold tumbled to a two-year low after US economic data pointed to robust 
retail sales and a strong labor market, raising expectations for more aggressive action by the Fed as it aims to cool inflation, while dollar strength also 
weighed.

• In currency markets, the US dollar soared to a fresh record alongside the weekly jump in treasury yields as traders ramped-up their wagers for more 
aggressive Federal Reserve tightening. At the same time, a sharp weekly selloff in global equity markets stoked demand for the safe haven currency. By 
contrast, the pound hit its lowest since 1985 on the back of weak retail sales data that underscored the struggling UK economy. The yen held firm amid 
some verbal intervention by the Bank of Japan, but remained near its weakest level since the 1990s. Finally, the Canadian dollar slid to its lowest level 
since November 2020 alongside the weekly retreat in crude oil prices and against a broadly stronger US dollar.
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Job Creation (in thousands)* Initial Jobless Claims (in thousands)*

U.S. Unemployment Rate (%) Housing Starts (in thousands)*

* U.S. Data

10-Year Government Bonds Commodities, Exchange Rates and Indicators

January 1, September 9, September 16, January 1, September 9, September 16, 
2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022

1.43% 3.20% 3.14% Oil $ 76.08           $ 86.79                $ 85.11              

1.63% 3.32% 3.45% Gold $1 801.45       $1 716.83            $1 675.06          

-0.12% 1.72% 1.76% CAD 0.7846  $         0.7674  $             0.7539  $           

0.07% 0.25% 0.26% EURO 1.1297  $         1.0042  $             1.0016  $           

0.97% 3.15% 3.14% June  July 

0.25% 2.26% 2.31% Inflation* Canada 6.20% 6.10%

1.67% 3.57% 3.72% Inflation* USA 5.90% 5.90%

Italy 1.21% 3.97% 4.03% * CORE-CPI YOY

Indices as of August 31, 2022

Index (%) 1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

S&P/TSX Composite (1.55) (5.93) (7.00) (3.26) 8.80 8.15 8.14

S&P/TSX Small Cap (2.57) (9.15) (13.71) (6.98) 8.21 4.41 4.24

S&P 500 (USD) (4.08) (3.89) (8.85) (11.25) 12.38 11.81 13.06

S&P 500 (CAD) (1.96) (0.48) (5.87) (8.00) 11.85 12.80 16.32

Stoxx Europe 600 (CAD) (4.30) (8.55) (13.59) (20.12) 1.79 2.15 7.95

MSCI EAFE (CAD) (2.65) (6.07) (11.17) (16.89) 1.90 2.52 8.01

MSCI Emerging Markets (CAD) 2.63 (3.17) (10.48) (18.96) 2.24 1.47 -

MSCI World (CAD) (2.07) (2.19) (8.04) (11.99) 8.25 8.80 12.61

Sources: Bloomberg, Fiera Capital Corporation
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Legal Notice: The information and opinions herein are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to change. The information provided herein does not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on
as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell a security. Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent
of any funds managed by Fiera Capital Corporation. All performance data is time weighted and assumes reinvestment of all distributions or dividends and does not take into account other charges or income taxes payable that
would have reduced returns. Valuations and returns are computed and stated in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted. Unless otherwise noted, index returns are presented as total returns, which reflect both price
performance and income from dividend payments, if any, but do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions or other expenses of investing.


